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Learning Objectives 

Attendees will be able to evaluate the options available for 
façade solar control with current and past technologies. 

Study the use of  natural light as an energy saving resource 
though building envelope design. 

Review studies which provide healthier working 
environments for occupants using natural daylighting and 
ventilation control. 

Make choices to reduce a building carbon footprint by 
selecting more efficient design through products and 
techniques.   



Continuing Education 



Common design methods  

Past  Performance Products 

Exterior light shelf 

Dark tint glass 

Mirror glass 

Mini blinds 

Manual shades 

 



 The Human Factor 



Today’s Performance Products 

Motorized solar shades 

Blinds with light harvesting properties 

Combination of  blind & shade 

BMS control - balance light 

Bioclimatic programs 

Solar fabrics 

 

Incorporate Daylighting and Solar Control 

Fabric Color Rm Temp 

7272 

Heat add 

Bronze/Bronze 185 - test 113 diff 

Cool Black 135 - test   63 diff 

Bronze/Silver 

back 

105 - test   33 diff 

White/White   98 - test   26 diff 

72 

  Light Box test 



Technology of  Daylighting 

 

  

           Preventing Glare 

 

Daylight as energy saving resource 

 
Choosing the facade type 

Choosing the right products 

 

 

  

    Solar Energy Control 

Daylight Harvesting 

will require:  

  Visual Transmission 



Natural daylight  

Schools 20%-25%  

increase in learning rate 

Office views have been 

known to reduce major 

health complaints  

by as much as  25% 

Healthcare, it’s essential 

to patients well being 

and recovery 

Internal natural lighting 

levels may be sufficient 

without the need of  artificial 

– electric lighting.  

Code changes 2013 ICC  



 

Roller shades  

Drapery  

Horizontal louvers 

 

Simple room control 

Full building management 

Intelligent motors 

 

 

 

Motorized Window Systems 

Window coverings that can be 

Mechanized 

Control options 



Benefits of Motorized Shades 

Mitigate heat gain at the interior and 

protect furnishings from UV damage 

 

Reduce glare for the occupants, to 

increase comfort 

 

Open/close shades for Daylighting 

 

Preserve the view to the exterior 

 

Automation of movement  

maximizes these benefits 



Advanced Performance Blinds 

Improved blind designs 

Lux 
 

Lux AZ 

Lux Therm 

Flex 

Flex Therm 

 RetroSolar products are patented 
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Architectural Examples 

Lighting the way nature intended 

  
Natural light  

Better visibility 

Eliminate glare 

Reduce heat 

Increase comfort  

White/White   98 - test 26 diff 

Mirror Louver   76 - test   4 diff   Light Box test 



Natural ventilation 

Work with HVAC using low induction  

Daylight harvesting blinds 

Motorized roller shades 

Bioclimatic management system 

Lighting design and control 

Intelligent facade 

is more than glass, it can incorporate: 



Bank of  Kuwait Headquarters 

Architect HOK London 



Savings potential 
                ROI  
Assumes standard shading is budgeted 
Based on 25,000 sq. ft. of space, 6000 sq. ft glass 

 
 Description                         Dollars     ROI 

Standard shading cost 

+ or - $9 sq. ft                                  $54,000                                  

Louver shade passive  

system + or - $12                             $72,000 

Difference between  

shading systems                               $18,000 

Annual Lighting for 25,000 sq. ft 

$.1541 per kWh (New York)           $72,000 

Savings from Daylighting 30%   ($21,000) 

ROI on total system in months                            40 mo 

ROI on Louver Shade difference                         10 mo 

Chart and calculations provided by LouverShade 



Architectural Examples 

Double skin facades 

Vented and Non-vented 

Double Skin Façades as a 
Sustainable Strategy for High-
Rise Buildings: 32 
Double skin façades technology is a 
starting point to develop a strategy 
to integrate high-rise commercial 
buildings into the realm of 
sustainable architecture. Not as a 
comprehensive solution but as a 
component of an integrated system 
of building design. Accepting the 
premise that the fully glazed office 
tower is not an effective design in 
terms of energy efficiency in the 
first place, the introduction of 
adaptive management strategies and 
passive energy design with the 
double skin façade, increases the 
potential of this building design to 
come more in line with sustainable 
architecture. Terri Meyer Boake, Associate Professor 

School of Architecture, University of Waterloo 



 
with advanced double skin facades 

Reduced lighting load Reduce AC load 

Savings potential 

Calculations provided by 
Koster Light planning 



Currently the most energy efficient building  

  of  it’s kind measured in Kw Hr per sq. Meter 

Sofia Project  



Case Studies 

The avg. use for US buildings 

is 250> kWh/m2 per yr. 

US healthcare on avg. is 

40% higher then EU  

<92 kWh/m2 avg. per yr.  for 

Sofia Towers  

based on 7 month ongoing 

study 



Collaboration  

Working together - a team approach  

to designing sustainable buildings, 

avoiding mistakes 
 

Defining design -  
owner requirements, architectural vision, 

products 

 

Physics - the basis of lighting design 

 

Software - providing detailed analysis 

file:/Users/mikeb/Desktop/Auto%20raytracing.key


Hospitality - energy control 

Healthcare - comfort, health 

Office - productivity, comfort 

Education - attention, learning 



Fanlight area open for daylighting 

Lower area shaded for comfort, solar control 





No air conditioning required Audi showroom 



House of  Representatives 

Berlin 



SKYCO Shading Solutions  

Follow up questions 
Contact us for early design Consultation  

www.PMBconsultinginc.com 

Thank you! 

 
Köster Lighting Design  
consulting professionals for all lighting design aspects  

 Special thanks to: 

SKYCO Shading Systems  www.skycoshade.com 

RetroSolar Blinds 

Somfy Bioclimatic Facades 

 

http://www.PMBconsultinginc.com
http://www.skycoshade.com
file:/Users/mikeb/Desktop/%20Slide%20Show.key


Recent projects with RetroSolar 
RETROSolar, Dr. Köster's daylighting technology has been installed worldwide for 

more than 20 years with over  4,500,500 sq. ft. in glass roofs and facades. 

 
- Bank Santander in São Paulo/Brazil  -  RETROFlex 
Architect: Edo Rocha, São Paulo/Brazil 
 

- BlueWin Tower in Zurich/Switzerland  -  RETROFlex 
Architect: H. Zimmermann + Rolf Läuppi, Zürich/Switzerland 
 

- Headquarters of the SCHOTT Glas AG, Mainz/Germany  -  RETROLux 
Architect: JSK Architects, Frankfurt a.M./Germany 
 

- Highrise of the Energie, Corporate Headquarters, Linz/Austria  -  
 RETROFlex 
Architect: Weber-Hofer, Zürich/Switzerland 
 

- Triple Towers, Sofia/Bulgaria  -  RETROFlex 
Architect: Dimitar Pascalev. Sofia/Bulgaria. 
 

- Kassenärztliche Vereinigung KVWL, Dortmund/Germany  -   
RETROLux 
Architect: SchürmannSpannel AG/Germany 
 

- Orphanage Foundation, Frankfurt/Germany  -  RETROFlex 
Architect: Braun Volleth, Frankfurt/Germany 
 

- University Ulm, Stuttgart/Germany  -  RETROLux 
Architect: Bitzer Architekten, Stuttgart/Germany 
 

- Kontor 19, office development Rheinauhafen, Cologne/Germany  -   
Architect: Gatermann + Schossig, Cologne/Germany 
 

 

 

- BNP Paribas, Paris/France 
Architect: Valode & Pistre architectes, Paris/France 
 

- Office of Monument Preservation, Ba-Wü, Esslingen/Germany  -   
RETROLux 
Architect: Odilo Reutter, Esslingen/Germany 
 

- Pharma 2020 New construction production, Sulzbach-Laufen/Germany  -  
RETROLuxTherm 
Architect: Koppenhöfer + Partner GmbH, Stuttgart/Germany 
 

- Audi-Max & Mensa, FH, Giessen/Germany 
Architect: BLFP Frielinghaus Architekten, Friedberg/Germany 
 

- Standard Bank of South Africa, Johannesburg/South Africa   -  
RETROFlex 
Architect: GLH Architects Grosskopf Lombard Huyberechts, 
Johannisburg/South Africa 
 

- Central Bank of Kuwait, Kuwait City/Kuwait  -  RETROFlex 
Architect: HOK, London/UK 
 

- Laboratory building Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel/Switzerland  -  
RETROFlex 
Architect: Herzog & de Meuron, Basel/Switzerland 

 



Auto Raytracing 
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LUXTherm 12mm between glass installed 



Assuming the state of the art for high-rise 

buildings in Europe includes low-e protection 

glass with a light transmission of approx. 

75% and a SHGC, or g-value of approx. 0,55 

along with internal sun protection. 

Comparing the performance of this facade 

with a ‘best practice’ facade, the total solar 

factor can be reduced by a further 50-80% to 

0,08–0,15. At the same time, the light 

transmission can be increased by around 

100%. 

About Performance 



Night Architecture 



HOK,    London Office  
   

Bank of  KUWAIT 


